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MOO 1 and 2 were fun (but seem dated now since they run in a DOS box). But MOO 3 suffers two problems: - poor game play
mechanics - buggy data displays where one screen will tell you a planet has characteristics X and a different screen will tell you
the same planet has characteristics Q. And they do it consistently so I have no idea what that planet is really like. I'm sorry I
purchased the bundle, and would like my money back. 49.99 is too much for a very dated MOO 1 and 2 and a buggy MOO3.
Steam may want to pass off the bugginess of software they sell as a manufacturer problem, but that's not who I paid money. I
paid Steam. So Steam either needs to work on fixing the software, or not sell it. Have some pride. Why? Because selling terrible
software like this hurts the Steam brand.. It won't even start up, I guess thats a good thing though.. Ok, short version is that if
you like true, grand, turn based strategy then I'd recommend Moo3 to you. Not so short version: It wasn't completed when it first
came out and it has both a few bugs and parts of the game that were left unfinished. But tpped off with a few mods, and this for
me is easily one of the most expansive, immersive and deep 4x space strats there is. It can be a little spread sheety, but honestly I
like that. There is no other game that comes close to achieving what this game tried and arguable succeeded in achieved. Has a
top notch combat screen. A few bugs, obviously, but easily forgiveable in my opinion. Comared to GCIII's current combat
viewer, that of Moo3's is pritty consistant. I love how the grand strategy puts the player in control of just about everything. You
can choose to auto-manage most things if you choose to. I think the beauty if in the finer controls. You can tweak just about
everything. You can put troops on your planets and even hcoose precisely what troops go where. You can design your ships on
an interior level but the exteriors looks great and unique and fully fleshed out so I personally don't have a craving for ships more
visually appealing. Each race looks and feels at least a little different to the others. The grand campaign feels administrative
rather than a slog and every option you choose alters the way things play out. You can even build your ships and then deploy
them to defend planets individually. It truly allows you to organize your empire in a personalized and unique way. I also love
how the realm of grand strategy and the realm of combat are totally alienated from each other in that even though they are both
part of the same game, they are completely seperate entities in look, feel and atmosphere. Grand strat is relaxing and go at your
own pace. Space combat is a little more in your face and demanding of attention. But visually it's pleasing and all of your
military research pays off right there and then. Or you see how truly outclassed you are. What they tried to do with research was
brilliant. You have about 6 different catagories of research and you can adjust how quickly they indiviually progress at the
expense or benefit of other catagories. You can also lock them in so they don't jerk around on you too much. Though it often
takes about three turns of adjusting to make it set until you wanna adjust it again. All of them progress at the same pace though
and EVERY game is different. You can start games missing vital technologies and other games you can be quite well set to kick
some It's pritty cool because it can dramatically affect advantage or disadvantage at different stages of the game. I've never seen
another game with such an extensive or intrusive research development element to it. It's one of my favourite things about this
game because never has any other game (that I'm aware of) tried to do it. Which I feel is a shame. Actually not entirely true,
space empires V had quite the extensive tech tree to it as well and worked in a very similar way. But that games maps always felt
very confining to me. Which brings me to my next point: The one big thing that truly makes this game shine for me is that no
matter how many races I put in to the galaxies (max is 12-16 unmodded) I never ever feel confined or limited on options. I think
few areas this game fails at is diplomacy and AI. Diplomacy is kind of non existant. It's complex as heck and hard to grasp and
no matter what you do, at some point or another the other races will hate you, but it's rather fleshed out and it really feels like
each race has it's own unique. thing to it. AI itself is. I wouldn't say stupid but more. flawed. I've rarely seen it deploy troops at
it's planets and I don't think it knows how to use transport ships. But if you let go on certain elements of the game tooo much it'll
give you a good kicking and remind you it's still breathing. They'll happily sit there for a while and bomb theout of your planets
:) So, I fully recommend this game to anyone that likes Turn based grand strategy. I would recommend checking out some mods
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and installing them because they'll alleviate some of the bugs, even a lot of the major bugs and they add a lot of extra too. And
ignore anyone that says it didn't live up to the legacy of Moo 1 and 2. I've tried playing those and they're just. you feel like a
giant fish in a tiny jar. I'm sure they were bad for thier time but seriously, the world has moved on. Moo3 would have been the
pinacle of 4x space grand strat if it had been allowed to finish. As it stands it's still fairly good. an easy 7 out of 10 if I'm trying
to be unbiased.. MOO3 is, conceptually, the greatest 4X game ever designed. In implementation, there are some significant
flaws, however, the gaming community went to great lengths to create patches and work-arounds to fix these flaws and to help
MOO3 become the masterpiece it is meant to be. To this day, nearly every 4X game which reaches the market is attempting to
either build upon this platform, or to distinguish itself from it. The graphics may be severely dated, and the UI will be a
challenge, but the content makes the effort more than worthwhile.. love the game, brings back memories. it can happen though,
let's say 22 hours in, that you try to load a saved game and it crashes.. What the hell happened to my MoO series? The newest
one came out and I was a great fan of 1 and 2 so bought the big bundle. Guess I missed 3 along the way. Kinda wish I had kept it
that way. 1 & 2 you could sit down, and learn as you play. 3 dumps you into confusing screen after screen of reading. I actually
love hard, complex games, but the more I read about the game systems from their Master tutorial screens, the less interested I
was in playing the game. Never even got to the point that I sent out my scouts after over an hour. Just not into this one.. To
learn, reflect, be patinent and to adapt are the abilities you should hold in yourself to play this game. If you got them you will
find a remarkable experience. If you are not able to catch the games sense then you are not the right person to play this game, its
not the games fault. For most of the players it comes down to a user error, the software works fine and does what its supposed
to. The thing why people hate it, is because of it is a game that wants you to manage not only one aspect but lots of aspects on a
micro, exo and macrolevel. If you hold at least a degree in sociology or psychology i recommend the game to you. If you are not
of this kind go and play stuff on your level. Only proceed if you are the kind of peson who can dive into something and stay
calm whenever challenges come up. The game is imense challenging and you can play not only for hours on just one game, you
can play for weeks (you should be able to study). It comes down that if you play on the highest settings you might aswell plan
two month every day spending between 5 - 10 hours with the game to finish it at least once. Never ever again did I get so much
out of a game. It is the ultimate challenge -- my advice do not play without brains and the abilities i put up first. This is more
then just a game, proceed with caution. If you are not capable enough, drop it, it will wreck you. To make it easy to understand:
If you like sweet things, then step away here, it will frustrate you,its definitly not candy! If you like bitter things and you can
handle a beating from time to time plus you like learning, then this is the real deal. This game does what no other game holds to
you.. Game crashed 3 times before I could get it to load. Game seems fixed at 1024x768? I can't seem to adjust the resolution at
all. The options menu looks like something out of 1997. Just initial impression, of playing maybe 15 minutes. wow, what a let
down.. micro-managers wet dream, FANTASTIC!. most of my MoO gameplay is in the newest one. i have hardly played the 1st
2 and even i can understand why people hate this one. - The races are just boring/weird. (Plus they scrapped all the anthro races
from the previous games, you know the ones that were partially responsible for making the game popular?) - The UI is almost
worse than the crazyraces they put in and takes forever to navigate/find anything - The way you move ships around feels
restrictive and broken. - The races that didnt get scrapped just had the original personality completely swapped around.
(Humans go from "Diplomats who only have fleet for defence" to a "If we cant trade if from you we will attack you kind of
race") - Micromanagement so in-depth its like trying to run a international taxi company with only 1 phone. Also. How is it the
Psilon are fully capable of walking on their own 2 feet in the other games but in this one they are so mutated they move around
in chairs? The story of this game don't even match up with the lore from the other games. As for diplomacy? I never got that
far. i was bored before i even colonised a planet or met another race. (Seriously the game is that uninteresting) If you want to
spend you fresh cash on a MOO game just get the newer one.
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